Jo Caulfield
Highly Talented British Comedian, Actress & Writer
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Jo Caulfield is a highly talented performer, probably best-known for her legendary one-woman shows. A trained actress, as well as acting in
her own Radio show: It's That Jo Caulfield Again, she has appeared in several sitcoms and has appeared regularly on our screens as a
guest, presenter and has also been seen on numerous Talking Head shows due to her wide ranging knowledge of music, comedy and all
popular culture. A stalwart of the circuit, she is, "quite simply, a damn funny woman" (The Scotsman).
"Jo Caulfield is an inspiration to all would-be female comedians" The Observer

In detail

Languages

After being advised that regular compering was one of the best

She presents in English.

ways to improve as a comic, Jo bought a cheap microphone and
a small amplifier and opened her own comedy club in Hampstead.

Want to know more?

It was getting up on stage at her own club every week for 5 years

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what she

that gave Jo Caulfield her ability for bantering with the audience

could bring to your event.

and improvising on their comments. She was writer and star of
her own critically acclaimed Radio 4 comedy show: It's That Jo

How to book her?

Caulfield Again, was Programme Consultant on all 5 series of the

Simply phone or e-mail us.

BAFTA award-winning So Graham Norton (Channel 4) and was
Head Writer on Ruby Wax's BBC1 The Waiting Game. Jo has
also written for Joan Rivers, Anne Robinson and Denise Van
Outen.

What she offers you
Jo Caulfield is in regular demand as an awards host and
after-dinner speaker at corporate events across the country and
one of the most highly sought after TV warm-up artists. She has
spoken at corporate dinners, business lunches, award
ceremonies, charity events, St. Andrew's nights and many more.
She has also given 'The Response on Behalf of The Lassies' at
Burns Suppers.

How she presents
The minute Jo Caulfield hits the stage you know you're in for a
good time, her material full of the assured gags of a consummate
performer. For those not in the know, her stage persona is that of
the cynical, slightly bitchy mate always ready to arch an eyebrow
if you're boring her and scold with her barbed wit: sharp, witty and
deliciously nasty.

Topics
Comedy
Awards
Host
Stand Up
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